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Thank you for using our products, for your safe and effective use of this product, before you  
use this product, please carefully and completely read this manual. This manual contains:Product 
performance and how to securely install, as well as the use of important information, please keep it in 
order to use the reference. Please follow the instructions strictly when installing and using. 
 
Product Description: 

Beam 230W light beam lamp, shaking head lamp new revolution! The total quality is only 
17KG! Faster ... The Y axis moves faster, runs smoother, and has less noise! Software with 
correction positioning function, to make up for hardware error, positioning accuracy is quite high! 
Completely solve the Y positioning is not allowed! Brighter ... 3 combination of optical lens, color 
temperature up to 8500K, 700W, 1500W beam light brightness, higher color temperature! Lower ... 
Bulb Power only 200W, total power only 290W Low-power! Stronger ... The beam sense is stronger, 
the parallel light is sharper! Intelligent Bulb switch control, prolong lamp life! More functions, 
more powerful, 16ch/20ch channel: 14 colors, 17 patterns, rotating 8 prism, atomization, 
stroboscopic! 

 
Technical parameters ： 

Power supply: AC100V-240V 
Frequency: 50Hz-60Hz 
Power:  320W 
The fuse: 7A 
Ballast:  Electronic ballast 
Light Source : Projection bulb/(7R) light bulb 
Light bulb Power: 230W 
Color temperature: 8500K 

Mean life: 2000H （Light bulb and reflective cup overall package, the light effect higher service life 
longer) 

Control mode : international standard DMX512
Appearance: high temperature resistant plastic 
Light body color:  black 
Protectionlevel: IP20 
Net weight: 17.KG

function Introduction: 
1. International standard control signal: DMX512 
2. Number of channels: 16CH/20CH channel can be switched. 
.3. Number of motors: Total 11 Mute motors 
4. LCD 650,000-color touch TFT interface, easy to operate, beautiful interface, the interface can be 180 

degrees reverse display. 
5. x Axis Horizontal Rotation 540 ℃, Y axis rotates vertically 270 ℃, with automatic correction 

positioning. 
6. X, y-axis operation can be reconciled and tuned, the software with correction positioning function, high 

precision! 
7. Dimming: $number linear adjustment. 
8. Strobe: Dual-chip Strobe (0.5-9/sec), complete linear dimming and variable strobe speed. 
9. Color wheel: With 14 colors + blank (can create sharp air beam effect) 
10. Pattern Wheel: With 17 fixed pattern pieces + blank (let you quickly change the shape of the beam) 



11. Prism: Rotating eight-sided prism, can be two-way rotation, rotation speed can be adjusted, so that the 
pattern of the project more rich 

12. Atomization: Soft light effect, easy to achieve a soft dreamy pattern effect. 
13. Focus: The use of 3 sets of optical lens combination, the effect is far better than the usual beam light, 

can project high-definition patterns 
14. Beam angle: Parallel beam angle: 0-3.8 
15. Thermal Intelligent Protection 
16. Intelligent light Bulb switch control (extend Bulb service life) 

Maintenance and maintenance: 
Shutdown operation: Each shutdown before the power off, the bulb is closed 10 minutes in advance. Let 

the heat dissipation fan to the use of the lamps produced by the heat, rapid discharge, so can extend the lamp 
accessories, especially the lamp life! 

To ensure that the luminaire can operate stably, should keep it clean, open the luminaire to repair or start 
maintenance work this before the first confirm the power is disconnected, keep the lamps clean, clean is very 
important, please do regular cleaning, not only to maintain the maximum brightness output, but also to extend 
the service life of lamps, It is recommended that the use of high-quality glass cleaning agents and clean soft 
cloth to clean, lamps inside the vacuum cleaners at least once a year. 
 
Service 

Attention! When the lamps are manufactured, they are inspected strictly and the packing is intact, please 
follow the instruction manual. 

The artificial reason causes the machine breakdown not to be in the warranty scope. 
1. The company's lifetime to provide customers with technical advice. 
2. If the product failure, need to repair, please show the product warranty card, and truthfully fill in the 

relevant content. At the same time, we also hope that customers will be timely feedback to us the product 
problems, to facilitate our first time to improve the product. 

3. In addition to lamps and lanterns, can also be equipped with the following accessories: 
Accessories: Power cord: 1, Signal line: 1, Manual: 1 

Optional parts 
Bulb (according to customer requirements) 
Light Hook safety Cable (selected by customer) 

1. Software Features: 
1, LCD 650,000-color touch TFT interface, easy to operate, beautiful interface. 
2, the physical keys and touch two modes of operation are completely independent and can be used in 

combination 
3, can complete all operations independently with physical keys 
4, can complete all operation independently with touch mode 
5, can be mixed with physical keys and touch the way to complete all operations 
6, high degree of intelligence 
7, for example: in the reset to detect hall, optocoupler error and prompt. 
8, Reset calibration (0-bit calibration) 
9, X axis, Y axis, color wheel, pattern plate 

2. The Keys instructions: 

 



The "Left" and "Right" keys function the same way: return to the previous interface 
The“Up”&“ Down” keys: select, edit. 
The"Determine" key (that is, "OK" key) : execute function, begin edit, exit edit. 
MENU  Enter menu selection function. 
DOWN  To the latter option. 
UP      To the previous option. 
ENTER  Confirm the selected function. 

The following is an example of "Modifying the DMX address code" to describe the use of keystrokes: 
1, if the current is not the main interface, press the "left" key (one or more times) can return to the main interface 
2, under the main interface, press the "Up" key or "Down" to select the "Settings" button 
3, press "OK" key to enter the "Settings" interface 
4, under the "Settings" interface, press the "Up" key or "Down" key to select "DMX address" 
5. Press "OK" key to enter edit state 
6, press "Up" or "Down" key to modify the DMXDM address code 
7. Press "OK" key to exit Edit state 

The process is more convenient if you use a touch screen: 
1, in the main interface to touch the "Settings" button to enter the "Settings" interface 
2. Same as previous $number steps (both physical keys and touch buttons can be used), no longer repeat. 

3.Interface Description:                   

3.1 Setting the interface 
    Options Description 

 
Run mode 

DMX From machine state: Receive DMX signals from console or host 
Automatica

lly 
Host Status: Auto Run, and send DMXD signal to the machine 

Sound 
Control 

Receive external sound or vibration, run the built-in program effect 

 

DMX Address 
1-512 Press OK to enter the edit state. This is a select hundred, press "up" "Down" 

Key to change address code. Click OK again to select 10-bit edits. Click 
again 
OK to select a single edit. Click again to exit Edit state. 

Channel mode 16 Channel 17-20 is invalid 

20 Control speed of channel 17-20 (see channel table) 
X  reversal OFF  

ON  
Y  reversal OFF  

ON  
XY Encoder OFF Do not use Encoder (Optocoupler) to correct position 

ON Use Encoder (Optocoupler) to determine the missing step and automatically 
correct the position 

No DMX Signal Keep Continue to run in the original state 
Reset Motor back position, stop running 

Screen saver ON Turn off backlight after 30 seconds idle 
OFF The backlight shines forever 

Power-on Light ON When the lamp is started, the bulb lights up automatically 



Bubble OFF When the lamp is started, the bulb is not lit 
Restore default 

Settings 
NO  
YES To restore the default settings by pressing the “OK ”key 

3.2  Information interface 
Options Description 

Software version Current software version 
Total usage Time Cumulative use time (accurate to minutes) 
This time of use Use time (accurate to minutes) since the boot 

Total Light bubble time Cumulative bubble time (accurate to minutes) 
This time of the bubble The time of the Flash bubble (accurate to minutes) since the boot 
DMX Channel Value Displays the channel value (value) for all channels in DMX state, which enters the 

child interface and displays the channel values as values and percentages for 
viewing 

System error Logging If the red ERR LED is lit, the reset fails or the running step is lost, and the details can 
be viewed from the child interface. After viewing, press OK to clear the error record 

3.3  Manual Control Interface 
   This interface is used to control the current luminaire, which does not belong to the machine state machine (not 
receiving DMX signals) or host-like (not sending DMX signals) 

Options Description 

Reset Press "OK" button to see confirmation dialog, press "OK" button again, enter the return 
interface, all motor reset 

 
Bulb control 

OFF  

ON  

Color Wheel 0-255 Press OK to enter edit state. When selected, press the "Up" "Down" key to 
change the channel value, and then press "OK" to exit the edit state. 

。。。。。。 0-255 

Gobo Wheel 
speed 

0-255 

3.4 Advanced interface 
Enter the advanced interface, display Please enter the password: XXXXXX; specific operation: Press the upper 

and lower key to select the number once (A *). After the password is fully entered, the "OK" key is finally followed 
by the password verification. 

Options Description 
Max Bubble Time 0-9999 Can set the time of the bubble 

 
Encryption mode 

OFF  
Number Can set the number of lamps used 

Time Can set the lamp use time 
Encryption parameters 

(number/time) 
0-9999 This key works when encryption mode is turned on. can set the use of lamps 

(times/time) 

 

 



DMX 512 Channel List 
Channel No. Channel DMX value Description 
1 Pan  0-255 Pan movement range 540º 

2 Tilt 0-255 Tilt movement range 280º 

3 Pan/Tilt Speed 0-255 From fast to slow 
4 Shutter,Strode 0-255  
5 Dimmer 0-255 From dark to light   
6 Color Wheel 0-255 WHITE 

WHITE + RED 
RED 
RED + ORANGE 
ORANGE 
ORANGE + AQUAMARINE 
AQUAMARINE 
AQUAMARINE + GREEN 
GREEN 
GREEN+LIGHT GREEN 
LIGHT GREEN 
LIGHT GREEN +LAVENDER 
LAVENDER 
LAVENDER+PINK 
PINK 
PINK+YELLOW 
YELLOW 
YELLOW+MAGENTA 
MAGENTA 
MAGENTA+CYAN 
CYAN 
CYAN+CTO 260 
CTO 260 
CTO260+CTO 190 
CTO 190 
CTO 190+CTB 8000 
CTB8000 
CTB8000+BLUE 
BLUE 
BLUE+WHITE 
SLOW ROTATION(0.2rpm) 

7 Gobo 0-255 WHITE 
Gobo1 
Gobo2 
Gobo3 
Gobo4 
Gobo5 
Gobo6 
Gobo7 



Gobo8 
Gobo9 
Gobo10 
Gobo11 
Gobo12 
Gobo13 
Gobo14 
Gobo15 
Gobo16 
Gobo17 
Gobo rotation, forward 
Stop 
Gobo rotation, backward 
Gobo2 Shake (slow to quick) 
Gobo3 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo4 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo5 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo6 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo7 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo8 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo9 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo10Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo11 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo12 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo13 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo14 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo15 Shake(slow to quick) 
Gobo16 Shake(slow to quick) 

8 Focus 000-255 Linear focus( From near to far) 
9 Prism1 000-127 

128-255 
Prism1 pop up 
Prism1 cut 

10 Prism rotation 000-255  
11 Prism2 000-127 

128-255 
Prism1 pop up 
Prism1 cut 

12 Frost  Soft atomizing effect 
13 Pan fine 000-255 0-2.1 Degree  Low 
14 Tilt fine 000-255 0-2.1 Degree  Low 
15 Lamp 0-255 0-99     invalid 

100-105  Lamp Off 
106-199   invalid 
200-205  Lamp On 
206-255  invalid 

16 RESET 000-239 
240-255 

invalid 
Lamp reset 

 


